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Abstract
Huygens’metasurfaces—fundamentally based on Schelkunoff�s equivalence principle, Huygens’
metasurfaces consist of a two-dimensional array ofHuygens’ sources formed by co-located orthogonal
electric andmagnetic dipoles. Suchmetasurfaces provide electric andmagnetic responses to an
incoming electromagnetic (EM)wave, leading to unidirectional scattering and 2π phase coverage.We
herein report a near-reflectionless coarsely discretized dielectric Huygens’metasurface that performs
anomalous refraction, offering a low-loss platform forwavemanipulation at high frequencies as
compared to their lossymetallic analogue. The coarse discretization dramatically simplifies the design,
resulting in ametasurface that is highly efficient, cost-effective and robust. In this paper, the proposed
metasurface comprises twometa-atoms per period, and is hence named the bipartite dielectric
Huygens’metasurface. Through full-wave simulations at 28 GHz, we show that the proposed
metasurface can reroute an incident EMwave from θi= 15° to θt=− 44.5°with a very high efficiency:
87%of the scattered power is anomalously transmitted to θt. Based on our observations, a coarsely
discretized dielectricHuygens’metasurface platform can be efficacious to designmeta-devices with
multifaceted functionalities in different frequency regimes.

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic (EM)metasurfaces—the 2D counterpart of bulkmetamaterials, have revolutionized the field of
surface electromagnetics and opened up a new avenue for exotic EMwavemanipulation in a nearly arbitrary
manner [1–5]. Due to the exotic EM response of themetasurfaces,many promising applications have been
developed, including polarization control [6], manipulation of beam shift [7, 8], analog computing [9], to
mention a few. In recent years,Huygens’metasurfaces (HMSs) have offered a promising approach for exquisitely
controlling the EMwaves in a reflectionlessmanner [10–13]. In general, HMSs aremade up of co-located
orthogonal electric andmagnetic dipoles known asHuygens’ sources, whichmanipulate wavefronts utilizing
Schelkunoff’s equivalence principle [14]—a rigorous formulation of the classicalHuygens’ principle. Such
metasurfaces provide electric andmagnetic responses to an incoming EMwave, imparting high transmission
and full 2π phase coverage. HMSs have beenwidely used to implement a variety of efficient wavemanipulating
devices, including anomalous reflectors and refractors [15–19], metalenses [20–22], and specialized antennas
[23–25], to name a few. The twowell-knownunit-cell topologies for realizingHMSswithmetallic scatterers
(meta-atoms) are: (i)wire-loopmeta-atom,which consists of a conductive loaded dipole to control electric
response, and a conductive loaded loop for controllingmagnetic response [10, 19], and (ii) stacked layer
topology, comprising three to four cascaded impedance sheets, which essentially are bianisotropic structures,
providing both equivalent electric andmagnetic responses [15, 20, 26]. Other topologies includemulti-layered
metallic patterns connected through vias [27, 28], gap surface plasmon resonator [29], amongmany others.

The realization ofHMShavingmetallic inclusions is quite challenging, especially at higher frequencies, such
asmillimeter-wave (mm-wave), terahertz, and beyond. These challenges aremulti-fold. First, the
implementation requires vias or stacked-layer topology, leading to fabrication complexities as we go higher and
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higher in frequency. Second, themetallic scatterers’ inevitable ohmic losses degrademetasurface performance,
preventing them frombeing used at high frequencies. Third, the bonding layer used to glue different substrate
layersmay incur additional losses.

On the contrary, all-dielectricmetasurfaces—comprising low-loss and high-permittivity dielectricmeta-
atoms, have been suggested as a low-loss alternative to their lossymetallic counterparts for remarkable EMwave
manipulation [30–32]. Apart from the low-loss implementation, suchmetasurfaces offer new opportunities
based on the interplay between the electric andmagnetic eigenmodes [32–36], which is the subjectmatter of this
paper.Dielectric Huygens’metasurfaces (DHMSs)—a subset of all-dielectricmetasurfaces comprise a 2D array of
Huygens’ sources formed by spectral overlapping of crossed electric andmagnetic dipoles or quadrupoles in a
single dielectric block [33, 36]. The superposition between the electric andmagnetic eigenmodes having
comparable strength can result in enhanced forward scattering, and suppression of backward scattering similar
to theKerkers’ first condition [37]. Such spectral overlapping can be achieved by appropriately tuning the physical
parameters of the dielectric resonator (DR), leading to full 2πphase coverage and high transmission (unity in the
ideal case) in a single layer structure. In contrast to the tall dielectric pillar basedmetasurfaces [38, 39], the
dielectricmetasurfaces based on the interference ofMie resonances (Huygens’metasurface) [4, 33] are low-
profile (much flatter) in nature.

Despite their tremendous potential, DHMS aremore popular across the optical regimes, presenting awide
range of applications, including anomalous refraction [17, 18, 36, 40, 41], focusing [41, 42], holography [43, 44],
bessel beam generation [45], tomention a few. Suchmeta-devices are also of the utmost importance for
microwave andmillimeter-wave applications, such as beamforming, polarization control, gain enhancement,
amongmany others. Nonetheless, the capabilities of dielectricmetasurfaces, includingDHMS, are notmuch
explored in themicrowave andmm-wave regimes, and only a handful of designs have been reported [38, 39,
46–50]. The implementation of wave-deflectionmeta-devices in [17, 18, 36, 38, 40, 48–50] employs the phase
gradient approach based on the generalized Snell’s laws [51]. Such phase-gradientmeta-devices suffer from low
efficiencies, especially at the extreme steering angle [52, 53]. To address some of the shortcomings of phase-
gradientmetasurfaces, a design approach based on surface impedance—satisfying generalized sheet transition
conditions (GSTCs), has been introduced to realize efficientmeta-devices [15, 19]. Nevertheless, implementing
rapidly varying surface impedance profile inGSTCs-oriented designs still necessitates dense discretization (10-
20 deeply subwavelength sized elements per wavelength) similar to phase-gradientmetasurfaces.

Recently, the idea of coarse discretization [16, 54] has been put forward in pursuit of extremeEMwave
manipulationwith high efficiency and simplicity. A coarsely discretizedmetasurface design adopts a different
approach that takes advantage of classical grating physics as opposed to gradientmetasurfaces based on the
generalized Snell’s law. In the case of the discretizedmetasurface, the periodicity selects a discrete set of Floquet
channels, known as Floquet-Bloch (FB)modes—a series of propagating and evanescent planewaves excited by
periodic structure. Themetasurface periodicity is set to redirect an impingingwave towards one of the
propagating higher-order FBmode rather than imposing an additional transversemomentum.Other
propagating FBmodesmay exist (at the very least the fundamentalmode i.e 0th ordermodewhich represents the
specular reflection and direct transmission always exists) and thesemodes are suppressed by carefully
engineering the scatterers. Unlikemetagrating [55–61], which views the period as a single unit, consisting of a
complex single [55, 57] ormultiple [56] polarizable particles, a coarsely discretizedmetasurface offers amore
specific and streamlined approach for controlling the FBmodes by correlating the number ofmodes to the
number of elements required per period for complexwave transformation [62, 63]. Coarse discretization
significantly reduces the number of polarizable particles in a periodwith a relatively large but still sub-
wavelength unit-cell size, whichminimizesmutual coupling between the elements and simplifies fabrication
[4, 16, 54, 62–67]. The discretizationwithin the period to accommodatemultiple scatterers enables
sophisticated design strategies tomodulate the required FBmodes to realize complexwavefront transformation.

In this paper, we present a simple, cost-effective, and efficient dielectricHuygens’metasurface by taking the
advantage of coarse discretization. The proposedmetasurface is composed of only two rectangular dielectric
meta-atoms per period, thus the name bipartite dielectric Huygens’metasurface (Bi-DHMS). It efficiently (87%
refraction efficiency) redirects an incoming linearly polarizedwave at θi= 15° towards θt=− 44.5°, with near-
zero reflections. Thanks to the coarse discretization, we arrive at a design that is a combination of high angular
deflection and high power efficiency unmatched bymost dielectricmetasurfaces [17, 18, 36, 40, 41, 48–50].We
also present a systematic design approach and analysis that allows themetasurface to be tailored for different
parts of the electromagnetic spectrum.Moreover, advocating the utilization of rectangularDRwith a greater
degree of freedom compared to thewidely acclaimed cylindrical DR, coupledwith coarse discretization,
presents a promisingmethodology for the development of versatilemetasurfaces that arewell-suited for high-
frequency applications.
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2.DielectricHuygens’Metasurface

Figure 1 shows a generic illustration of the dielectric Huygens’metasurface (DHMS), comprising a 2D array of
rectangular dielectric resonators (DRs) asmeta-atoms. Eachmeta-atom is defined by a pair of spectrally
overlapped crossed electric dipoles (ED, p) andmagnetic dipoles (MD,m), which act as aHuygens’ source,
providing unidirectional scattering and canceling out any reflection from themetasurface. The rectangular
dielectricmeta-atom (òr= 12), shown infigure 2, serves as the fundamental entity of the proposedmetasurface,
which, in comparison to the cylindrical particle, offers an extra degree of freedom to engineer the spectral
overlap of the ED andMDmodes. Note that themeta-atom consists of four deep subwavelength-sized dielectric
connections (having same relative permittivity as that of the rectangular dielectric blocks and dimensions:
cx= ch= λ0/21, whereλ0 is calculated at 28GHz) to hold the dielectric resonator in a periodic array. These
connectionsmay slightly perturb the field; however, this can be compensated through proper optimization.

We start with the simulation of the dielectricmeta-atom (refer tofigure 2), placed in an infinite array along
the x- and y-directions, to analyze the electric andmagnetic dipolarmodes. The unit-cell dimensions along x-
and y- directions areΛx= 0.75λ0 andΛy= 0.52λ0, whereλ0 is calculated at 28 GHz. The simulation is carried
out usingAnsysHFSS by imposing the periodic boundary conditions along x- and y-directions and using
Floquet ports to excite the structure by x-polarized (electric field points along x-direction) planewave
propagating in the negative z-direction. Note that the dielectric loss is not considered at this stage. The
dimensions2 of theDR are:Dx= 5.5,Dy= 4, andH= 1.42. Figure 3(a) depicts the transmission spectra
(magnitude and phase) of ametasurface built from the periodic repetition of an example dielectricmeta-atom,
showing two transmissionmagnitudeminima at 28.2 GHz and 29.8 GHz. Correspondingly, the phase response
shows amaximumphase change of 180° for both resonances. Figure 3(b) depicts the vector electric field
distribution in the xz-plane at the resonant frequenciesmentioned above. The examination of electric field lines
at 28.2 GHz reveals that the EDmode is indeed excited, orienting along x-direction.On the other hand, at
29.8 GHz, the electric field lines are anti-parallel at opposite sides, indicating the excitation of theMDmode
oriented along y-direction. The ED andMDresonances, in this case, are well separated and distinguishable;
however, by appropriately adjusting the geometrical parameters of the rectangularDR, thesemodes can
interfere constructively, leading to high transmission.Next, we demonstrate how changing the geometrical
parameters of the unit-cell andDR (Λx,Λy,Dx,Dy, andH) can affect the ED andMDmode resonance.

We study the effect of varying unit-cell parameters on the ED andMDresonances of theDR arranged in an
infinite periodic array.When illuminated by an x-polarized incident planewave, two orthogonal dipolemodes,

Figure 1.Ageneric illustration of dielectricHuygens’metasurface formed by 2D array of rectangular dielectric particles, each
representing spectrally overlapped crossed electric dipole (p) andmagnetic dipole (m).

2
Unless otherwise stated, all dimensions in this paper are inmillimeters (mm).
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viz. the electric dipole (px) and themagnetic dipole (my), are excited, and thesemodes are aligned in the x- and y-
directions, respectively.

Wefirst showhow themagnetic and electric dipole resonances can be engineered separately by varying the
periodicity in only one of the two orthogonal directions in the plane i.e.Λx orΛy (refer tofigure 4).

As depicted infigure 4, the direction ofmaximum radiation for anMD is along the x-axis (refer to the blue
dashed line in thefigure 4) and it has a far-field null along the y-axis. The formermeans that theMDexperiences
strongmutual coupling in the x-direction and is susceptible to a variation inΛx. The lattermeans that the EM
field decays rapidly in the y-direction away from theDR. As a result, themymode experiences relatively weak
mutual coupling in the y-direction, and is hence less affected by a variation inΛy. Periodic simulations, depicted
infigure 5(a)-(b), verify that theMD resonance is affected strongly by a variation inΛx (whileΛy= 0.52λ0) and
weakly by a variation inΛy (whileΛx= 0.75λ0). The reverse is true forpx. Ourfinding is in agreement with
conclusions fromprevious works on cylindrical DRs [68, 69]; further, in this workwe advocate the rectangular
DR as it hasmore degrees of freedom than the cylindrical one.With themore degrees of freedomand the

Figure 2.The top and side view of the proposed dielectricmeta-atom.Λx andΛy represent the periodicity in the x- and y-directions,
respectively. The dimensions of theDR, denoted asDx,Dy, and H, correspond to its length, width, and height, respectively. cx and ch
denotes the dimensions of dielectric connection.

Figure 3. Simulation of rectangular dielectricmeta-atomplaced in an infinite periodic array along the x- and y-directions. (a)
Transmission spectra (magnitude and phase), where ED represents electric dipole (28.2GHz) andMD representsmagnetic dipole
(29.8GHz). (b)Electricfield distribution in the xz-plane. The upper panel shows electricfield lines at 28.2 GHz that resembles an ED
aligned in the x-direction and the lower panel depicts electricfield lines at 29.8 GHzwhich resembles anMDoriented along the y-
direction.
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formation of periodic arraywith carefully engineered rectangular periodicity, the design offers amore promising
potential to accomplish awide range of functionalities atmm-wave frequencies and above.

Apart from varying the periodicity of the array, the electric andmagnetic dipole resonance can be engineered
by changing the dimensions of theDR.Next, we showhow the geometrical parameters of rectangularDR affect
the ED andMDmode resonances. Because all of the dimensions determine the resonant frequency of theDR
(Dx,Dy, andH) [70], changing these dimensions (while keepingΛx= 0.75λ0 andΛy= 0.52λ0) affects both
resonant frequencies, as depicted infigure 6(a)-(c). Based on the above observations, one can realize the spectral
overlap by judiciously tuning the geometrical parameters of the dielectricmeta-atom.

Wenowoptimize themeta-atom geometry to realize the spectral overlapping of the above-mentioned
electric andmagnetic dipolemodes. The optimized dimensions of theDR are:Dx= 7.1,Dy= 3.85,H= 1.65.
Figure 7(a) shows the transmissionmagnitude and phase profiles of the spectrally overlapped dipolarmodes.

Figure 4.Rectangular dielectric resonators arranged in an infinite periodic array with periodicityΛx andΛy in the x- and y-directions.

Figure 5.Plots showing the change in electric (solid) andmagnetic (dashed) dipole resonance positions with the variation in (a)Λx and
(b)Λy.
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In contrast to separate resonances, we here observe a high transmission (|S21|>− 1 dB) across 26-30 GHz.
More importantly, the transmission phase (∠S21) spans the entire 2π phase range, which is double the phase
change that can be obtained by single electric ormagnetic resonance. In [71], it has been demonstrated for
cylindrical DRs placed in an infinite periodic array that the transmission response for both separate and
overlapped resonances showdependence on the incident angle. For instance, in the case of spectrally overlapped
resonances, while themetasurface is almost transparent across the entire spectral range under normal incidence,
a gradual decrease in the transmission has been observed as the incidence angle increases.We have also observed
a similar phenomenon for rectangularDRunder an off-normal incidence, as shown in 7(b) for θi= 15°. In this
case, transmission is significantly lower thanwhen compared to the normal incidence. Therefore, to regain full
transparency across the spectral range for the incident angle of interest i.e. 15◦, we fine-tune the dimensions of
the rectangularDR. The optimized dimensions for oblique incidence are:Dx= 7.1,Dy= 3.95,H= 1.62. The
transmission spectra of the re-optimizedmeta-atom is shown infigure 7(b). In this case, themetasurface is
almost transparent over the entire spectral range of interest (26-30GHz) and achieves full 2π phase coverage.

Figure 6.Plots showing the change in electric (solid) andmagnetic (dashed) dipole resonance positions with the variation in (a)Dx (b)
Dy andH.

Figure 7. (a)Transmission spectra of dielectric Huygens’meta-atom for normal incidence, showing high transmission coefficient (|
S21| > − 1 dB) and 2π phase coverage across 26-30 GHz. (b)Transmission spectra of dielectricHuygens’meta-atomunder 15◦

oblique incidence, illustrating both the optimized and un-optimized cases. The optimized structure is capable of achieving a high
transmission coefficient (|S21| > − 1 dB)with full 2π phase coverage.
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3.MetasurfaceDesignMethodology

3.1. Coarse discretization
The coarsely discretizedmetasurface’s design principle is to coalesce the classical grating physics with the
capabilities of themetasurface, allowing extrememanipulation of EMwaveswith simplicity and efficiency.
Consider a periodicmetasurface in free-space with spatial frequency kg, and periodicity L = p

g k

2

g
.When a plane

wave illuminates such a structure, a series of propagating and evanescent planewaves—referred to as Floquet-
Bloch (FB)modes, are excited. The transverse spatial frequency of thesemodes is expressed as

( )( )
p

= + = +
L

k k nk k n
2

, 1y n i g i
g

where ki represent transverse y-directedwavenumber of the incident wave. Figure 8 shows the spectral domain
(k-space) operation of a periodicmetasurface, which can be expressedmathematically as

( ) ( ) ( )( )å dW = -k A k k , 2o y
n

n y y n

whereΩo(ky) is the the k-space spectrumof the transmitted EMwave,An represents the complex amplitude, and
integer n= 0,± 1,± 2,L represent the n th FBmode.

The arrows infigure 8 show the presence of spectral components; however, they do not represent the
amplitude and phase of these spectral components. The local period of themetasurface selects a discrete set of FB
modes that lie in the propagation regime, with kyä [− k0, k0] (depicted by the purple box infigure 8), which can
scatter in the specific allowed direction, determined by the incidence angle and periodicity of themetasurface.
Here, = p

l
k0

2

0
represents the free spacewavenumber. Themodes that lie outside the aforementioned

propagation regime are evanescent andwill remain in the near-field of themetasurface.Wong and Eleftheriades
have shown thatN-fold discretizationwithin themetasurface period is adequate tomanipulate the power
carried by theN-FBmodes that can scatter into the far-field [16]. Leveraging this principle, the authors have
successfully demonstrated simplemetasurface designs for perfect anomalous reflection [16] and
retroreflection [54].

3.2. Propagatingmodes
The FBmodes that fall under the propagation regime scatters into specific allowed directions θt(n), given as

( )( )q q
l

= +
L
n

sin sin , 3t n i
g

0

where θi is the angle of incidence, n represents the FBmode number, andΛg is the periodicity of themetasurface.
Our goal is to design a coarsely discretizedmetasurface that effectively couples the incident power to the desired
n=− 1mode departing at an angle of θt(−1). To ensure that only the n= 0 and n=− 1 (anomalous)modes
reside in the propagation regime [55, 57], themetasurface periodicity should satisfy
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⎧

⎨
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0

Figure 8.Adiagram showing the k-space operation of a periodicmetasurface which varies along y-direction. The arrows represent the
existence of FBmodes (not the amplitude and phase). The purple box in the rightmost figure depicts the propagation regime, with
ky ä [ − k0, k0].
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equation (4) ismapped onto the angular domain as

( )
( ) ( )
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It should be noted that (4) and (5) are valid for θi> 0. In the case of the transmissivemetasurface, themeta-
atoms are engineered to channelmost of the incident power into n=− 1 transmissionmodewhile suppressing
direct transmission and both specular andfirst-order reflections, as illustrated infigure 9.

3.3. Bipartite dielectricHuygens’metasurface: design and simulation
As a proof of concept, we design a transmissive dielectricHuygens’metasurface at 28 GHz that reroutes awave
impinging from θi= 15° to thefirst order FBmode (n=− 1) departing at an angle θt=− 44.5°. For this case,
equation (3) dictates the period themetasurface along y-direction as

∣ ∣( )
lL = =l

q q- -
1.04g sin sin 0

i t

0

1
. In our

case, a total of four FBmodes viz.T0, T−1, R0, andR−1, where T denotes transmission andRdenotes reflection,
exists in the propagation region. Fortunately, the nature ofHuygens’metasurface is such that it produces
extremelyweak reflections and can be considered as a near-reflectionless artificial surface [15, 19]. As a result, we
are left with only twomodes in the transmission regime, and hence a binary discretization—twometa-atoms per
period, will suffice tomanipulate the power carried by the aforementioned FBmodes. Figure 10 shows the
transformation of a planewave’s y-directedwave vector as it refracts off themetasurface.

Before designing themetasurface for anomalous refraction, we create a library ofmeta-atoms having
different transmission phases and similar transmissionmagnitude by varying the geometrical parameters (Dx,
Dy, andH) of the rectangularDRplaced in an infinite periodic array along the x- and y-directions.

The one period of themetasurface is then built by selecting two elements from the library (refer to arrows A1
andA2 infigure 11(a))with near-unity transmission and a phase difference of 180°.We call the proposed
metasurface a bipartite dielectric Huygens’metasurface—ametasurface comprising two elements per period
(refer tofigure 11(b)). Themutual interaction dynamics between these adjacent elements impact the
transmission properties, degrading themetasurface performance. In light of this, wefine-tune the resonator

Figure 9.Adiagram illustrating all the FBmodes (transmission and reflection) for themetasurface. Orange solid arrow represent the
incident wave (I) and the green solid arrow indicate the desired FBmode (n = − 1) on the transmission side. The arrowswith dashed
line represent the undesiredmodes, where T0 represent direct transmission andR0 andR−1 denotes specular and first order reflection.

Figure 10.The k-space operation of a periodicmetasurface with binary discretization level—two elements per period, under oblique
incidence. The arrows inside the purple box depict the transmitted FBmodes, where, the solid arrow represents themodewith non-
zero amplitude and dashed arrow indicates themode having zero amplitude. The evanescentmodes are not depicted.
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dimensions in the new simulation environment to restore suppression of unwanted FBmodes. Figure 12 shows
the transmittance and reflectance for the propagating FBmodes, respectively.

Examining the transmittance, it is clear that at 28 GHz, the power ismaximized to the desired FBmode
(T−1), while the specular transmission (T0) is suppressed. Additionally, the proposedmetasurface is near-
reflectionless at 28 GHz, with less than 2%of the power contained in both reflectedmodes (R0, R−1). The electric
field distribution portrayed infigure 13 at 28 GHz reveals that anomalous refraction is clearly achieved.

3.4. Total and refraction efficiencies
So far, themetasurface has been designedwithout considering the dielectric losses. To determine the efficiency
(total and refracted) of themetasurface, we have simulated the proposed Bi-DHMSwith a typical dielectric loss
tangent of 0.003 [72]. Figure 14 shows the transmittance and reflectance plots for the casementioned above.

Figure 11.Design and simulation of bipartite dielectricHuygens’metasurface. (a)Aplot showing the transmissionmagnitude and
phase for different combinations ofDx,Dy, andH. (b)A schematic of one period (supercell) of the proposedmetasurface. The
dimensions are:Λg = 1.04λ0,Dx1 = 7.4,Dy1 = 3.8,H1 = 1.58,Dx2 = 5.8,Dy2 = 4.2,H2 = 1.7.
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Figure 12.Transmittance (T) and reflectance (R) of the−1st and 0th FBmodes propagating towards−44.5° and 0°, respectively.

Figure 13.Electric field distribution in yz-plane at 28 GHz, showing anomalous refraction. The upper region of themetasurface shows
the incident wave impinging at an angle θi = 15°withminimal reflection, whereas the lower region clearly depicts the refractedwave
front.

Figure 14.Transmittance andReflectance of bipartite dielectricHuygens’metasurface with dielectric loss ( d =tan 0.003).
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The refraction efficiency and total efficiency can be computed as [15]

( )( )h = -P

P
, 6R

s

ts

1

and

( )h =
P

P
, 7T

ts

i

where Pts is the total scattered power, Pi is the incident power, and Ps(−1) represent the scattered power in the
refracted beam.Using the above definitions, the calculation at 28 GHz reveals that 87%of total scattered power
is coupled to the desired n=− 1mode, which propagates towards θt=− 44.5°. In addition, the total efficiency
of themetasurface is 75%, showing that the dielectric absorbs 25%of the incident power. The proposed
metasurface shows good efficiency; however, utilizing a lower-loss dielectricmaterial can further enhance the
total efficiency.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have reported a bipartite dielectric Huygens’metasurface—ametasurfacewith twometa-atoms
per period, capable of performing near-reflectionless anomalous refraction at 28 GHz. Through full-wave
simulations, it has been shown that the proposedmetasurface redirects the EMwave impinging at θi= 15° to the
desired FBmode, propagating towards θt=− 44.5°, with the refraction efficiency of 87%. In comparison to
previous proposals, the bipartite dielectricHuygens’metasurface introduced here is simplewith a larger feature
size that suits practical fabrication even at high frequencies, such asmm-wave and beyond, where constructing
metasurfaces with small feature sizes is challenging. The coarse discretization paves theway to design simple yet
efficient, cost-effective, and robustmetasurfaces for the next-generation (5G&beyond)wireless
communication systems. In addition, the proposedmetasurface is free from the conductive elements and can be
scaled to other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, such as terahertz and optical frequencies, enabling
efficient and low-lossmanipulation of light via all-dielectric nanophotonic devices.
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